Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (NMR) provides a method of choice to probe transport phenomena on a microscopic scale. In liquid phase, it is possible to explore translational displacements of molecules due to diffusion or flow. 1, 2 Although diffusion can be determined by other methods, pulsed field gradient (PFG) techniques are not invasive and offer a remarkable degree of detail both in vitro and in vivo. [3] [4] [5] The development of Diffusion Ordered Spectroscopy (DOSY) boosted the interest in diffusion experiments by opening the way to mixtures such as cell extracts and other multicomponent systems. 6 The slow diffusion of macromolecules can only be characterized if the memory of the spin system is long enough to allow detectable displacements to occur between encoding and decoding PFGs. The use of heteronuclear stimulated echoes (XSTE) [7] [8] [9] [10] or long-lived spin states 11 allows one to extend diffusion intervals and makes it possible to monitor slow diffusion of large macromolecules. New longitudinal and transverse relaxation-enhanced XSTE experiments, which offer improved sensitivity and resolution, have recently been introduced. 12, 13 The combination of XSTE with Band-selective Excitation Short-Transient (BEST) techniques proved to be particularly efficient. 12, 14 Here we report a new NMR scheme designed to measure small diffusion coefficients D of 13 C or 15 N enriched macromolecules. As in XSTE experiments, information about spatial displacements is stored as longitudinal polarization of nuclei with long spin-lattice relaxation times such as 13 C or 15 N. In the new experiment, the diffusion interval D extends over two consecutive scans and includes the recovery delay T RD between the two scans. When D and T RD are of comparable length, this experiment allows one to halve the experimental time.
The pulse sequence for the new experiment is shown in Fig. 1 . 'Purging' PFGs G y and G z eliminate unwanted magnetization components and ensure efficient water suppression. To encode and decode the positions of the molecules before and after displacement, PFGs G x with a duration d and variable amplitudes are applied along the x-axis, so as to minimize convection effects. The phase j(x) acquired by the transverse magnetization of the protons at a spatial position x after a bipolar gradient pair is j(x) = 2kx, with k = gsdG max , where g is the magnetogyric ratio of protons, s the shape factor of the PFGs, and G max their peak amplitude. Note that all gradients can be applied along the z-axis on a single-axis gradient probe, 15 as long as convection along this axis is constrained. After a few 'dummy' scans, the magnetization of the spin system at point a comprises two components: H The diffusion coefficient can be determined by fitting the experimental data to the usual equation:
where S is the signal integral observed with a gradient intensity G; S 0 is the limit of S when the diffusion gradients have vanishing amplitudes G = 0; and D is the total diffusion delay defined to embrace two consecutive scans, as indicated in Fig. 1, i. e., D = T RD + 10t + 2d 0 , where the recovery delay T RD is defined as the duration between the beginning of signal acquisition of scan i and the first pulse of scan i + 1. The sensitivity of an experiment is proportional to the signal-tonoise ratio per time unit for a vanishing gradient G = 0:
where R 1 ( 1 H) and R 1 ( 15 N) are the average longitudinal relaxation rates of protons and nitrogen-15 nuclei. One may compare this relationship with the signal-to-noise ratio per time unit for the BEST-XSTE experiment, which is more sensitive than the basic XSTE method:
When the recovery and diffusion delays have the same duration T RD = D, the sensitivity of the SORDID experiment is ffiffi ffi 2 p times better than BEST-XSTE. In practice this allows one to decrease the experimental time by a factor of 2. The best value of D for which the highest gain can be obtained depends on the ratio k = R 1 ( 1 H)/R 1 ( 15 N). Theoretical curves representing the gain in sensitivity as a function of the product of the nitrogen-15 longitudinal relaxation rate R 1 ( 15 N) and the diffusion delay D are shown in Fig. 2 . In most cases, SORDID is more efficient than BEST-XSTE, unless very short diffusion delays are used in small proteins. For instance, for a small protein with k = 4, the diffusion delay should be D > 0.12/R 1 ( 15 N) for SORDID to be more efficient, while for k = 2, this delay should be D > 0.25/R 1 ( 15 N). For example, for ubiquitin, k ub = 2.8 and 0.25/R 1 ( 15 N) = 150 ms, a value shorter than the shortest diffusion delay employed for an adequate sampling of the decay curve on a typical high-resolution NMR probe. In addition, the maximum gain in efficiency is reached for D o T 1 ( 15 N), which corresponds to typical diffusion delays D that yield sufficient absolute sensitivity.
Experimentally we compared the sensitivity of SORDID and BEST-XSTE by measuring diffusion rates of the H3-18 RNA kissing complex 18 The results in Fig. 3 are qualitatively in agreement with theoretical estimates. However, the observed signal enhancements were systematically higher than expected. This can be explained by the use of shorter soft rectangular pulses and harder composite pulses in SORDID compared to BEST-XSTE, since the latter used selective RE-BURP (1801) and E-BURP (901) pulses. 22 Replacing the shaped pulses of the BEST-XSTE sequence by rectangular pulses as in SORDID led surprisingly to gains that were about 10% less than expected. Because of the offset dependence of the effective tilt angle, a soft rectangular 901 pulse leaves more magnetization along the z-axis, so that BEST-XSTE with soft rectangular 901 pulses will also benefit from improved recovery of longitudinal proton magnetization during the diffusion delay.
The measured values of the factor k vary dramatically between ubiquitin in a low pH buffer (k ub = 2.8) and BC2 and BS3 proteins (k BS3 E k BC2 = 19). As expected, the optimal diffusion delay decreases when k increases, though somewhat less than expected. Relaxation properties in RNA, in particular cross-relaxation of imino and aromatic protons and chemical exchange with water protons, lead to the surprising result that, while k is large (k RNA = 26), the efficiency gain is comparable to ubiquitin. Nevertheless, the sensitivity improvement of SORDID is higher than any reported recently. 12, 13 Moreover, setting up SORDID experiments is straightforward, since only a single parameter (D) needs to be optimized as opposed to two parameters (D and T RD ) in traditional schemes.
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